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Abstract

Layout analysis is a fundamental step in automatic docu-
ment processing. Many different techniques have been pro-
posed in literature to perform this task. These are broadly
divided in two main categories according to the approach
they follow: the top-down methods start by identifying the
high level components of the page structure and then re-
cursively split them until basic blocks are found. On the
other hand, bottom-up approaches start with the smallest
elements (e.g., the pixels in case of digitized document) and
then recursively merge them into higher level components.
A first limitation of such methods is that most of them are
designed to deal only with digitized documents and hence
are not applicable to the general case of native digital doc-
uments which are mainly diffused. Furthermore, top-down
and most of bottom-up methods are able to process Man-
hattan layout documents only. In this work, we propose
a general bottom-up strategy to tackle the layout analysis
of (possibly) non-Manhattan documents, and two special-
izations of it to handle the different cases of bitmaps and
PS/PDF sources.

1 Introduction

Automatic document processing is a hot topic in the cur-
rent computer science landscape [8], since the enormous
and ever-increasing amount of available documents cannot
be tackled by manual expert work. Document layout analy-
sis is a fundamental step in the document processing work-
flow, that aims at identifying the relevant component in the
document (often calledframes), that deserve further and
specialized processing. Thus, the quality of the layout anal-
ysis task outcome can determine the quality and even the
feasibility of the whole document processing activity. Doc-
ument analysis is carried out on (a representation of) the
source document, that can be provided either in the form of
a digitized document, and hence as a bitmap, or in the form

of a native digital document (such as a word processing file,
a PostScript or PDF file, etc.), and hence in the form of ba-
sic components (which we callblocks). The two cases are
very different as regards the abstraction level of the input,
and hence are typically faced by different algorithms.

Layout analysis algorithms are generally divided into
two main categories: bottom-up ones, that start from ele-
mentary components in the document description and pro-
gressively group them into higher-level components (see
[7, 11, 15]), and top-down ones, that start from the entire
document page and split it into high-level components (see
[1, 9, 12]). The latter are typically more efficient, but also
less effective in handling documents with uncommon lay-
out. Indeed, many algorithms assume that the document un-
der processing has a so-called Manhattan layout, in which
significant content blocks are surrounded by perpendicular
background areas. This assumption holds for many type-
set documents, and significantly simplifies the processing
activity, but cannot be assumed in general. Previous work
has agreed on identifying in bottom-up techniques the best
candidates for handling the non-Manhattan case, since ba-
sic components grouping can ignore high level regularities
in identifying significant aggregates. This work proposes
a general bottom-up strategy to tackle the layout analysis
of (possibly) non-Manhattan documents, and two special-
izations of it to handle the different cases of bitmaps and
PS/PDF sources.

Well-known top-down strategies for Manhattan layout
analysis are those proposed in [3], that finds the document
background as a composition of progressively smaller back-
ground rectangles, in [10], that progressively divides the
document layout according to alternate horizontal and verti-
cal splits between disjoint components, and the Run-Length
Smoothing Algorithm (RLSA) [16], that identifies runs of
white pixel in the document image and fills them with black
pixels whenever they are shorter than a given threshold. In
particular, the RLSA works in four steps:

1. horizontal smoothing, carried out row by row on the
image with thresholdth;



2. vertical smoothing, carried out column by column on
the image with thresholdtv;

3. logical AND of the images obtained in steps 1 and 2
(the outcome has a black pixel in positions in which
both input images have one, or a white pixel other-
wise);

4. new horizontal smoothing with thresholdta on the im-
age obtained in step 3, to fill white runs inside the dis-
covered blocks.

2 Distance-based Technique

Much work in the literature is based on RLSA, exploit-
ing it or trying to improve its performance by properly
settings itsth, tv and ta parameters [6] or by modifying
it [4, 14]. Other works believe that the bottom-up strat-
egy can be more effective, and propose algorithms to im-
prove its efficiency by limiting the number of block merges,
such as in CLiDE [13], inspired to well-known greedy al-
gorithms such as the minimum spanning tree by Kruskal.
Other works completely change the document representa-
tion, such as in the DOCSTRUM [11], where the distance
between connected components is exploited as a basic fea-
ture and studied to identify, by means of a connection strat-
egy based on the k-Nearest Neighbour technique, higher
level layout components in the document.

Here, we propose a novel approach that borrows ideas
from these works and add new ones to obtain an origi-
nal result. It can be generally defined as bottom-up and
distance-based, in that it exploits the distance among ad-
jacent basic components of the page (pixels in the case of
scanned images, basic blocks in the case of digital docu-
ments) to properly group them into consistent frames. In
the case of scanned images, the white run lenghts em-
body such a distance, while in the case of digital docu-
ments the distance between components proposed in [13]
is exploited. Indeed, horizontal/vertical white runs connect
horizontally/vertically adjacent pixels, while the distance
in CLiDE refers to horizontally/vertically adjacent blocks
where, differently from pixels, a block may have many adja-
cent blocks on the same side, according to their projections
as explained in [13]. Differently from DOCSTRUM, in our
approach we do not impose a limit on the number of neigh-
bours to be considered (indeed, in our case the blocks are
not limited to single characters, but can include a variable
number of characters, which would affect thek-Nearest
Neighbour correct behaviour), rather we impose horizon-
tal/vertical distance thresholds under which adjacent com-
ponents are to be merged in the same frame. Hence, our
technique could be assimilated to a single-link clustering
procedure [2], where however the number of desired clus-
ters is not fixed in advance, but automatically derives from

the number of components whose distance falls below the
given thresholds.

2.1 Application to scanned images

In the case of digitized images of documents, we adopt
a simplified version of the RLSA, that we call RLSO (Run-
Lengh Smoothing with OR), and that works as follows:

1. horizontal smoothing, carried out row by row on the
image with thresholdth;

2. vertical smoothing, carried out column by column on
the image with thresholdtv;

3. logical OR of the images obtained in steps 1 and 2 (the
outcome has a black pixel in positions in at least one of
the input images have one, or a white pixel otherwise).

Now, each connected component is considered a frame:
in turn all such components are considered, all the others
are filtered out and a logical AND with the original image
returns the frame content, to be further processed (e.g., by
passing it to an OCR module if it is text, or to an image
processing subsystem if it is a graphical component). Since
the final outcome is obtained as a disjunction of the two
smoothed images, this algorithm provides some advantages
over the original RLSA: first, no final horizontal smooth-
ing is required, since the OR operation, differently from the
AND, does not lose anything from the original smoothed
images; second, since the aim here is linking together small
original connected components (such as characters) into
larger ones (such as frames), shorter thresholds are suffi-
cient (to fill inter-character, inter-word or inter-line spaces),
and hence less runs will be filled and the algorithm will be
more efficient; third, instead of performing the pure OR of
the two smoothed images, efficiency can be improved by
avoiding the third step and applying vertical smoothing di-
rectly on the horizontally smoothed image rather than the
original one (this will not significantly affect the outcome,
since it should not introduce further connections among
components, and should even improve the quality of the re-
sult, since possible cases in which many rows have inter-
word spacings vertically aligned, and hence not captured by
the pure vertical smoothing, should be avoided). By per-
forming logical OR, a single filled run is sufficient to link
together different components, which is in general an ad-
vantage but must be managed carefully in order to avoid
problems in cases in which logically different components
are very close to each other and could be merged together.

Figure 1 shows the partial steps of processing on a
scanned document image: (a) is the original document, (b)
is the result of RLSO, (c) is as (b) but uses different gray
levels to highlight different connected components, (d) (e)



and (f) are the texts extracted in turn from each connected
component.

2.2 Application to natively digital docu-
ments

In the case of PS/PDF images, basic blocks in the source
document (often corresponding to single characters, frag-
ments of words, halftone images or simple geometrical ele-
ments such as rectangles and lines) can be regarded as play-
ing the role of black runs in digitized document images,
and the distance between adjacent components as the white
runs. Thus, we can transpose the RLSO in this case by pro-
gressively merging into higher-level components adjacent
basic components whose (horizontal or vertical) distance is
below given thresholds. The algorithm works as follows:

1. build a frame for each basic block, such that the corre-
sponding basic block is the only element of the frame;

2. compute the listH of all possible triples(dh, b1, b2)
whereb1 andb2 are horizontally adjacent basic blocks
of the document anddh is the horizontal distance be-
tween them;

3. sortH by increasing distance;

4. while H is not empty and the first element of the list
has distance below a given horizontal thresholdth

(a) merge in a single frame the frames to which the
two basic blocks in the first element belong

(b) remove the first element fromH

5. compute the listV of all possible triples(dv, b1, b2)
whereb1 andb2 are vertically adjacent basic blocks of
the document anddv is the vertical distance between
them;

6. sortV by increasing distance;

7. while V is not empty and the first element of the list
has distance below a given vertical thresholdtv

(a) merge in a single frame the frames to which the
two basic blocks in the first element belong

(b) remove the first element fromV

Steps 2-4 correspond to horizontal smoothing in RLSO,
while steps 5-7 correspond to vertical smoothing. Effi-
ciency of the procedure can be improved by preliminarily
organizing the basic components into a structure where they
are stored top-down in rows and left-to-right inside these
rows, so that considering in turn each of them from top
to bottom and from left to right is sufficient for identify-
ing all couples of adjacent blocks: the horizontally adja-
cent block is the nearest subsequent block on the same row

whose initial coordinate is greater than the final coordinate
of the block being considered, according to the distance in
[13], while the vertically adjacent blocks are the blocks in
the nearest subsequent row (according to a distance simi-
lar to the previous one but computed vertically) that have a
non-empty intersection in their vertical projection, defined
again in [13] (as soon as the first non-overlapping block
having initial coordinate greater than the final coordinateof
the block being considered is encountered in each row, the
rest of the row can be ignored).

This method resembles that proposed in [13], with the
difference that no graph is built in this case, and more ef-
ficiency is obtained by considering adjacent components
only. The list-of-rows structure allows to efficiently find
adjacent blocks by limiting the number of useless compar-
isons. The “nearest first” grouping is mid-way between
the minimum spanning tree technique of [13] and a single-
link clustering technique. Compared to the ideas in [11],
we exploit the distance between component borders rather
than between component centers. Indeed, the latter option,
adopted in DOCSTRUM, cannot be exploited in our case
since the starting basic components can range from single
characters to (fragments of) words, and this would cause a
lack in regularity that would affect the proper nearest neigh-
bour identification. After obtaining the final frames, each
of them can be handled separately by reconstructing the
proper top-down left-to-right ordering of the basic blocks
it includes.

Figure 2 shows a digital document and the correspond-
ing output of the proposed algorithm, with the discovered
frames highlighted.

3 Experiments

Through experimental evaluation we wanted to check
whether the proposed method can separate internal frames
without merging them with the surrounding text. In order
to answer such a question, we performed experiments on a
collection of 100 natively digital documents whose layout
included at least one ’internal’ frame (i.e., a frame belong-
ing to the non-Manhattan case). Specifically, 28 documents
have two internal frames to be found (as in Figure 2), 71
documents have one internal frame and one document has
three such frames. The 1-page documents were extracted
from digital journals and magazines with the goal of buiding
a testbed dataset with very different layout structures. All
layouts show different structural characteristics in terms of:
position and size (height and width) of internal text blocks;
font size for the internal blocks and the surrounding text;
distance between the internal text and the other part of the
document; other elements in the page such as lines, figures,
etc; titles (relative font and position) and paragraphs. The
th andtv thresholds were set to the average horizontal and
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Figure 1. Processing steps on scanned doc-
uments

Figure 2. Processing steps on natively digital
documents

vertical distance between adjacent blocks, respectively,and
an additional check was included that avoided to merge text
blocks having font size difference greater than 1.5 (empiri-
cally set). The proposed method successfully processed the
document with three internal frames, and produced the fol-
lowing errors on the other documents: on 4 documents out
of the 28 with two internal frames it was able to properly
separate only one of the two internal frames, while on 6 of
the 71 documents with only one internal frame, it was not
able to properly separate the internal frame from the rest of
the text. Hence, it showed an overall accuracy of 90% on the
documents and of 92.3% on the internal frames to be found.
Thus, the proposed method is in general able to group the
internal text blocks on a very heterogeneous collection of
layout configurations. An analysis revealed that at least 5 of
the 10 faulty cases concern text blocks having larger fonts,
and hence inter-word and inter-line spacings, than the rest
of the text, that exceed the average thresholds.

4 Discussion

The overall layout analysis outcome can be improved by
coupling this basic procedure with other ones aimed at han-
dling peculiar features of some documents, such as the pres-
ence of horizontal or vertical lines, or the co-existence of
different text sizes (and hence spacings) within the same
document. These features are explicitly represented in
natively digital documents, and hence can be straightfor-
wardly exploited and considered as prioritary; in the case
of digital documents, they are implicit and require proper
pre-processing to be derived. As to lines, it is possible
to avoid merging two frames if the nearest blocks consid-
ered in a step are interleaved by a line. This approach has
been taken also in other works (e.g., for scanned images, in



[5] for the X-Y tree technique). As to the case of multiple
text sizes/spacings, a technique could be developed to iden-
tify different horizontal/vertical thresholds for different por-
tions of the document having omogeneous text size/spacing,
and selectively applying them on the corresponding portion
only.

The proposed strategy specifically focusses on identi-
fication of frames in non-Manhattan layouts. However,
usually documents do show a Manhattan layout, and non-
Manhattan behaviour is limited to particular document ar-
eas/components. For this reason, in order to improve ef-
ficiency, a hybrid approach can be exploited: first, ba-
sic components that can be easily grouped bottom-up are
handled (e.g., in the case of PS/PDF documents, overlap-
ping/adjacent basic blocks could be immediately grouped
into words); then, a top-down approach could be exploited
to quickly identify Manhattan zones in the page (e.g., ex-
ploiting RLSA on scanned documents or Breuel’s technique
on digital documents); lastly, the technique proposed in this
paper can be applied separately to each Manhattan zone
(possibly selected by heuristics that indicate non-Manhattan
behaviour therein) to refine the outcome.

Further improvements suggested by the experimental
outcomes concern separate handling of text blocks having
different local spacings, which can be identified by a proper
analysis of the spacings distributions in the page layout.

5 Conclusion

Document layout analysis is a fundamental step in the
document processing workflow. The layout analysis algo-
rithms presented in literature are generally divided into two
main categories, bottom-up and top-down according to their
approach to the problem, and they have been mainly devel-
oped to deal with digitized documents. However, document
analysis has to be carried out on both digitized document
and native digital document. Furthermore, most of them are
able to process only Manhattan layout documents. Thus, the
existing algorithms showed a limitation in deal some situ-
ations. This paper presented a general bottom-up strategy
to tackle the layout analysis of (possibly) non-Manhattan
documents, and two specializations of it to handle the dif-
ferent cases of digitized and native digital documents. Ex-
periments on a real-world dataset of digital documents have
been presented and discussed, that confirm the validity of
the proposed approaches and suggest directions for further
improvements.
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